


The Pillars of an Open Connectivity 
Marketplace

Scalability

Achieved through 
the stack with an 

on-demand service 
and infrastructure 

marketplace

Interoperability

Ubiquitous 
infrastructure 
technologies 

managed via smart 
contracts

Security

A Zero Trust model 
leveraging the 

native Blockchain 
PKI & Access via 

authorisation
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Blockchain

Cell-Stack

Cell-Stack
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The Software Industry had this 
Problem Long Ago

Messaging Systems

Are backbones of robust connectivity that provide the tooling for 
integration of IT assets using a service oriented architecture

A set of tools that are built with integration and interoperability in mind 
built to solve heterogeneity in IT systems used primarily to integrate 
software components

Examples: RabbitMQ, Apache Kafka, nanomsg, 0MQ



Messaging System WireMQ
High Level Requirements

$1 trillion in
Digital Inclusion

$20 trillion in
Smart Cities

$740 billion in
Industry 4.0
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Scalable at a protocol level

Break monolithic stacks of other messaging systems and 
traditional communications standards. Allow to integrate 
any protocol (no dependency) 

Modular

All components designed and implemented shall provide 
low coupling between them and little to no friction when 
modifying them independently 

Communications Network at scale

WireMQ must be able to sustain asynchronous 
communications of peers, real-time and at scale

Zero-Trust approach to Cybersecurity

Code-base design as a library or application. Powerful 
technique that allows the re-design of components - including 
addition or modification of protocols and their security
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Messaging System WireMQ
Design Considerations

Security

Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability Messages travelling across the public 
Internet must be encrypted.

Routing

Efficient routing through the design of message header and body semantics through 
IEs. Routing and encryption interoperability, handling of errors in incorrect channel 
configuration

Metadata

Semantics clearly defined. The messaging system includes design patterns to enrich, 
declutter, validate and translate metadata to ensure agents receive and send the correct 
data elements

Subscription

Nodes should be able to subscribe to all messages that match a specific pattern. The 
messaging system should provide message channels, smart broadcasting and dynamic 
routing.

Policy

Messaging systems should provide some consideration for a policy of messages such as 
what classes or roles of users can access different fields of any message.
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WireMQ 
Component Overview
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1. Create - Create message and populate with (meta)data.
2. Send - Add the message to the appropriate channel.
3. Deliver - Move message from senders computer to receivers computer.
4. Receive - The receiver reads the message from the channel.
5. Process - The receiver extracts the information from the payload

WireMQ
High-Level Functions



Track and Trust:
Humanitarian last mile Tracking
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Epidemic 

Outbreak

No/bad 

Connection
Satellite 

Coverage

Import 

possible 

Satellite Coverage

Countries where 
satellite coverage is 

available 

Import Possible

Countries where it is possible 
to import satellite 

communication infrastructure 

Epidemic 
Outbreak 
Countries where an 
epidemic outbreak 
triggers medical aid 
shipments of humanitarian 
organizations  

None or bad 
Connection 
Countries where 
telecommunication 
infrastructure is not or mainly 
not available 



Track and Trust Overall System
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Track and Trust in the field
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System Design: Data Journey
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Mobile App generates a 
Blockchain transaction to 
be sent to the network 
on handover of the 
goods.

The Truck carrying the 
goods stores the transaction 
until finds another node to 
send it to

Trucks exchange data until 
one finds and exit node

Exit nodes will 
have a Satellite 

Uplink



Prototype implementation
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Prototype implementation
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Prototype Tech Stack
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Prototype Tech Stack
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Globalstar Satellite Prototype 1:



weaverlabs.io
Medium
Twitter

Linkedin

https://weaverlabs.io/
https://medium.com/weaver-labs/why-is-now-the-right-time-for-telecoms-to-change-c2b92e59a538
https://twitter.com/Weaver_Labs
https://www.linkedin.com/company/weaver-labs

